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Rabat Urban Apartheid In Morocco
Democracy and Delivery: Urban Policy in South Africa tells the story of urban policy
and its formulation in South Africa. As such, it provides an important resource for
present and future urban policy processes. In a series of essays written by leading
academics and practitioners, Democracy and Delivery documents and assesses the
formulation, evolution and implementation of urban policy in South Africa during
the first ten years of democracy. The contributors describe the creation of
democratic local governments from the time of the 1976 Soweto uprising and the
intense township struggles of the 1980s, the formulation of 'developmental'
planning and financial frameworks, and the delivery of housing and services by the
new democratic order. They examine the policy formulation processes and what
underlay these, debate the role of research and the influence of international
development agencies, and assess successes and failures in policy implementation.
Looking to the future, the contributors make suggestions based on experience with
implementation and changing political priorities. Academics, students, policymakers and government officials, as well as an informed public, will find this book
an enlightening read.
Mahbub Rashid embarks on a fascinating journey through urban space in all of its
physical and social aspects, using the theories of Foucault, Bourdieu, Lefebvre, and
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others to explore how consumer capitalism, colonialism, and power disparity
consciously shape cities. Using two Muslim cities as case studies, Algiers
(Ottoman/French) and Zanzibar (Ottoman/British), Rashid shows how Western
perceptions can only view Muslim cities through the lens of colonization—a lens that
distorts both physical and social space. Is it possible, he asks, to find a useable
urban past in a timeline broken by colonization? He concludes that political
economy may be less relevant in premodern cities, that local variation is central to
the understanding of power, that cities engage more actively in social reproduction
than in production, that the manipulation of space is the exercise of power, that all
urban space is a conscious construct and is therefore not inevitable, and that
consumer capitalism is taking over everyday life. Ultimately, we reconstruct a
present from a fragmented past through local struggles against the homogenizing
power of abstract space.
In this study of space and power and knowledge in France from the 1830s through
the 1930s, Rabinow uses the tools of anthropology, philosophy, and cultural
criticism to examine how social environment was perceived and described. Ranging
from epidemiology to the layout of colonial cities, he shows how modernity was
revealed in urban planning, architecture, health and welfare administration, and
social legislation.
This book provides a comprehensive introduction, which focuses on Morocco's
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history, provides a helpful synopsis of the kingdom, and is supplemented with a
useful chronology of major events. Hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries
on former rulers, current leaders, ancient capitals, significant locations, influential
institutions, and crucial aspects of the economy, society, culture and religion form
the core of the book. A bibliography of sources is included to promote further more
specialized study.
From Empire to Independence
Imperialism, politics and society
Urban Restructuring, Power and Capitalism in the Tourist City
Capital Cities around the World: An Encyclopedia of Geography, History, and
Culture
Ethnographic Case Studies of Global Cities
The French empire between the wars
An Annual on Islamic Art and Architecture

Key Thinkers on Cities provides an engaging introduction to the dynamic
intellectual field of urban studies. It profiles the work of 40 innovative thinkers who
represent the broad reach of contemporary urban scholarship and whose ideas
have shaped the way cities around the world are understood, researched, debated
and acted upon. Providing a synoptic overview that spans a wide range of
academic and professional disciplines, theoretical perspectives and methodological
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approaches, the entry for each key thinker comprises: A succinct introduction and
overview Intellectual biography and research focus An explication of key ideas
Contributions to urban studies The book offers a fresh look at well-known thinkers
who have been foundational to urban scholarship, including Jane Jacobs, Henri
Lefebvre, Manuel Castells and David Harvey. It also incorporates those who have
helped to bring a concern for cities to more widespread audiences, such as Jan
Gehl, Mike Davis and Enrique Peñalosa. Notably, the book also includes a range of
thinkers who have more recently begun to shape the study of cities through
engagements with art, architecture, computer modelling, ethnography, public
health, post-colonial theory and more. With an introduction that provides a mapping
of the current transdisciplinary field, and individual entries by those currently
involved in cutting edge urban research in the Global North and South, this book
promises to be an essential text for anyone interested in the study of cities and
urban life. It will be of use to those in the fields of anthropology, economics,
geography, sociology and urban planning.
Jews and Muslims of Morocco collects accounts of the intersecting worlds and
emergent shared customs and culture, suggesting that the unique atmosphere in
Morocco allowed for Rabbinic empowerment and a more practical approach to
halakhah.
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This book provides an analysis of South African urban change over the past three
decades. It draws on a seminal text, Homes Apart, and revisits conclusions drawn
in that collection that marked the final phases of urban apartheid. It highlights
changes in demography, social as well as economic structure and their differential
spatial expression across a range of urban sites in South Africa. The evidence
presented in this book points to a very complex set of narratives in urban South
Africa and one that cannot be reduced to a singular statement so the conclusions of
the various investigations are in many ways open. As urban apartheid represented
one clear outcome, its post-apartheid urban legacies varies greatly from city to city.
As such this book is a great resource to students and academics focused on urban
change in South African cities since the demise of apartheid, and scholars of urban
policy-making in South Africa and Southern urbanists generally.
Before French conquest, education played an important role in Moroccan society as
a means of cultural reproduction and as a form of cultural capital that defined a
person's social position. Primarily religious and legal in character, the Moroccan
educational system did not pursue European educational ideals. Following the
French conquest of Morocco, however, the French established a network of
colonial schools for Moroccan Muslims designed to further the agendas of the
conquerors. The Moroccan Soul examines the history of the French education
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system in colonial Morocco, the development of Fren.
Knowledge and Power in Morocco
Democracy and Delivery
Nostalgia and the City in French Algerian Literature
Physical Space and Spatiality in Muslim Societies
Nationalism and Jewish Identity in Morocco
Contested Urban Spaces
Islamic Urban Studies
Jonathan Wyrtzen's Making Morocco is an extraordinary work of social science
history. Making Morocco’s historical coverage is remarkably thorough and
sweeping; the author exhibits incredible scope in his research and mastery of an
immensely rich set of materials from poetry to diplomatic messages in a variety of
languages across a century of history. The monograph engages with the most
important theorists of nationalism, colonialism, and state formation, and uses
Pierre Bourdieu’s field theory as a framework to orient and organize the sociohistorical problems of the case and to make sense of the different types of
problems various actors faced as they moved forward. His analysis makes constant
reference to core categories of political sociology state, nation, political field,
religious and political authority, identity and social boundaries, classification
struggles, etc., and he does so in exceptionally clear and engaging prose. Rather
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than sidelining what might appear to be more tangential themes in the politics of
identity formation in Morocco, Wyrtzen examines deeply not only French
colonialism but also the Spanish zone, and he makes central to his analysis the
Jewish question and the role of gender. These areas of analysis allow Wyrtzen to
examine his outcome of interest—which is really a historical process of
interest—from every conceivable analytical and empirical angle. The end-product
is an absolutely exemplary study of colonialism, identity formation, and the
classification struggles that accompany them. This is not a work of high-brow social
theory, but a classic work of history, deeply influenced but not excessively
burdened by social-theoretical baggage.
Today cities of the Arab world are subject to many of the same problems as other
world cities, yet too often they are ignored in studies of urbanisation. This
collection reveals the contrasts and similarities between older, traditional Arab
cities and the newer oil-stimulated cities of the Gulf in their search for
development and a place in the world order. The eight cities which form the core of
the book – Rabat, Amman, Beirut, Kuwait, Manama, Doha, Abu Dhabi and Riyadh –
provide a unique insight into today’s Middle Eastern city. Winner of The
International Planning History Society (IPHS) Book Prize.
While the Mediterranean is often considered a distinct, unified space, recent
scholarship on the early modern history of the sea has suggested that this
perspective is essentially a Western one, devised from the vantage point of
imperial power that historically patrolled the region's seas and controlled its ports.
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By contrast, for the peoples of its southern shores, the Mediterranean was
polymorphous, shifting with the economic and seafaring exigencies of the moment.
Nonetheless, by the nineteenth century the idea of a monolithic Mediterranean had
either been absorbed by or imposed on the populations of the region. In French
Mediterraneans editors Patricia M. E. Lorcin and Todd Shepard offer a collection of
scholarship that reveals the important French element in the nineteenth- and
twentieth-century creation of the singular Mediterranean. These essays provide a
critical study of space and movement through new approaches to think about the
maps, migrations, and margins of the sea in the French imperial and transnational
context. By reconceptualizing the Mediterranean, this volume illuminates the
diversity of connections between places and polities that rarely fit models of nationstate allegiances or preordained geographies.
This handbook is a comprehensive, cross-disciplinary and up-to-date account of the
urban condition, and of the theories through which the structure, development and
changing character of the city is understood.
Moroccan Dreams
Design, Culture and Tradition
The Egyptian Revolution of 1919
Tradition, Modernity and Urban Development
Morocco
An Encyclopedia of Geography, History, and Culture
Place and Locality in Modern France
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This masterful synthesis provides a much-needed, complete survey of European
colonialism from 1700 to decolonization in the twentieth century. Written by an
award-winning author, this advanced undergraduate and graduate level textbook
bridges, for the first time, the early modern Atlantic empires and the later Asian
and African empires of 'high imperialism'. Viewing colonialism as a phenomenon
of contact between Europe and the rest of the world, the author takes an
'entangled histories' approach, considering the surprising ways in which the
imperial powers of Spain, Portugal, Great Britain, France and the Netherlands
displayed their identities in colonial settings, as much as in their imperial capitals.
The author illuminates for students the common themes of colonial government,
economic development and cultural contact across empires, and reveals the
ways in which these themes played out, through contrast of the differing
development, structure and impact of each empire.
The essays in this book critically examine the ways in which gendered subjects
negotiate their life-worlds in Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African urban
landscapes. They raise issues surrounding the city as a representative site of
personal autonomy and political possibilities for women and/or men.
The book focuses on the processes of urban restructuring, power relations and
the political economy of touristic authenticity. Through an in-depth analysis of
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Marrakesh, Morroco, the book proposes a comprehensive analytic framework. It
highlights the issues of (post)coloniality, ideology, heritage-commodification,
subjectivity and counter-conduct in the shadow of global capitalism. It explores
how power relations and political ecomomy have shaped the city of Marrakesh
over the past few decades, formulating new subjectivities. It reveals how urban
policy’s sole purpose is to boost tourism in the city, bringing into question the
long-term resilience and success of tourism as an economic activity and a policy
choice. This book considers how the well-being of city residents is submitted to
such policies, conforming to certain forms of appropriation – of land, culture and
memory. The example of Morocco helps us understand a phenomenon affecting
many other cities internationally. This book will be valuable to academics and
practitioners across disciplines, including geography, political science, urban
planning and architecture.
Provides comprehensive coverage of major topics in urban and regional studies
Under the guidance of Editor-in-Chief Anthony Orum, this definitive reference
work covers central and emergent topics in the field, through an examination of
urban and regional conditions and variation across the world. It also provides
authoritative entries on the main conceptual tools used by anthropologists,
sociologists, geographers, and political scientists in the study of cities and
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regions. Among such concepts are those of place and space; geographical
regions; the nature of power and politics in cities; urban culture; and many others.
The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Studies captures the
character of complex urban and regional dynamics across the globe, including
timely entries on Latin America, Africa, India and China. At the same time, it
contains illuminating entries on some of the current concepts that seek to grasp
the essence of the global world today, such as those of Friedmann and Sassen
on ‘global cities’. It also includes discussions of recent economic writings on
cities and regions such as those of Richard Florida. Comprised of over 450
entries on the most important topics and from a range of theoretical perspectives
Features authoritative entries on topics ranging from gender and the city to
biographical profiles of figures like Frank Lloyd Wright Takes a global perspective
with entries providing coverage of Latin America and Africa, India and China,
and, the US and Europe Includes biographies of central figures in urban and
regional studies, such as Doreen Massey, Peter Hall, Neil Smith, and Henri
Lefebvre The Wiley Blackwell Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Studies is an
indispensable reference for students and researchers in urban and regional
studies, urban sociology, urban geography, and urban anthropology.
Moroccan Fashion
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Rabat
French Mediterraneans
Contested Terrains of Marrakesh
Historical Dictionary of Morocco
A Comparative Political Economy of Tunisia and Morocco
Oriental Myth, Colonial Legacy
By considering the distinctiveness of the inter-war years as a
discrete period of colonial change, this book addresses several
larger issues, such as tracing the origins of decolonization in
the rise of colonial nationalism, and a re-assessment of the
impact of inter-war colonial rebellions in Africa, Syria and
Indochina. The book also connects French theories of colonial
governance to the lived experience of colonial rule in a period
scarred by war and economic dislocation.
"In Morocco, nobody dies without a reason." -- Susan Gilson
Miller, Harvard University In the years leading up to World War
I, the Great Powers of Europe jostled one another for control
over Morocco, the last sovereign nation in North Africa. France
beat out its rivals and added Morocco to its vast colonial
holdings through the use of diplomatic intrigue and undisguised
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force. But greed and ambition alone do not explain the complex
story of imperialism in its entirety. Amid fears that Morocco
was descending into anarchy, Third Republic France justified its
bloody conquest through an appeal to a higher ideal. France's
self-proclaimed "civilizing mission" eased some consciences but
led to inevitable conflict and tragedy. Murder in Marrakesh
relates the story of the early days of the French conquest of
Morocco from a new perspective, that of Ã‰mile Mauchamp, a young
French doctor, his compatriots, and some justifiably angry
Moroccans. In 1905, the French foreign ministry sent Mauchamp to
Marrakesh to open a charitable clinic. He died there less than
two years later at the hands of a mob. Reviled by the Moroccans
as a spy, Mauchamp became a martyr for the French. His death, a
tragedy for some, created opportunity for others, and set into
motion a chain of events that changed Morocco forever. As it
reconstructs Mauchamp's life, this book touches on many themes
-- medicine, magic, vengeance, violence, mourning, and memory.
It also considers the wedge French colonialism drove between
Morocco's Muslims and Jews. This singular episode and compelling
human story provides a timely reflection on French-Moroccan
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relations, colonial pride, and the clash of civilizations.
This volume examines the discursive relations between
indigenous, colonial and post-colonial legacies of place-naming
in Africa in terms of the production of urban space and place.
It is conducted by tracing and analysing place-naming processes,
particularly in sub-Saharan Africa during colonial times
(British, French, Belgian, Portuguese), with a considerable
attention to both the pre-colonial and post-colonial situations.
By combining in-depth area studies research – some of the
contributions are of ethnographic quality – with colonial
history, planning history and geography, the authors intend to
show that culture matters in research on place names. This
volume goes beyond the recent understanding obtained in critical
studies of nomenclature, normally based on lists of official
names, that place naming reflects the power of political
regimes, nationalism, and ideology.
A study of political possibilities in the era of modern
imperialism, from the perspective of the sovereign state of
Hyderabad.
South African Urban Change Three Decades After Apartheid
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Urban Policy in South Africa
Colonial Urban Legacies, Entangled Histories
European Colonialism Since 1700
The Evolving Arab City
Homes Still Apart?
The Education of a Twentieth-Century Notable
Examines how rising economic integration with Europe impacts Tunisia and Morocco.
This third edition of Historical Dictionary of Morocco contains a chronology, an
introduction, a glossary, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over
600 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, foreign
relations, religion, and culture.
The term 'Islamic cities' has been used to refer to cities of the Islamic world, centring on
the Middle East. Academic scholarship has tended to link the cities of the Islamic world
with Islam as a religion and culture, in an attempt to understand them as a whole in a
unified and homogenous way. Examining studies (books, articles, maps, bibliographies)
of cities which existed in the Middle East and Central Asia in the period from the rise of
Islam to the beginning of the 20th century, this book seeks to examine and compare
Islamic cities in their diversity of climate, landscape, population and historical
background. Coordinating research undertaken since the nineteenth century, and
comparing the historiography of the Maghrib, Mashriq, Turkey, Iran and Central Asia,
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Islamic Urbanism provides a fresh perspective on issues that have exercised academic
concern in urban studies and highlights avenues for future research.
This informative resource is a fascinating compilation of the history, politics, and culture
of every capital city from around the world, making this the only singular reference on
the subject of its kind.
Legacies and Consequences of the Fight for Independence
Gendering Urban Space in the Middle East, South Asia, and Africa
Muqarnas
Their Intersecting Worlds
Handbook of Urban Studies
Jews and Muslims in Morocco
Hyderabad, British India, and the World

Since independence in 1956, large numbers of Moroccans have been
forcibly disappeared, tortured, and imprisoned. Morocco's uncovering and
acknowledging of these past human rights abuses are complicated and
revealing processes. A community of human rights activists, many of them
survivors of human rights violations, are attempting to reconstruct the past
and explain what truly happened. What are the difficulties in presenting any
event whose central content is individual pain when any corroborating
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police or governmental documentation is denied or absent? Susan
Slyomovics argues that funerals, eulogies, mock trials, vigils and sit-ins,
public testimony and witnessing, storytelling and poetry recitals are
performances of human rights and strategies for opening public space in
Morocco. The Performance of Human Rights in Morocco is a unique
distillation of politics, anthropology, and performance studies, offering
both a clear picture of the present state of human rights and a vision of a
possible future for public protest and dissidence in Morocco.
Morocco has long been a mythic land, firmly rooted in the European
colonial imagination. For more than a century it has been appropriated by
travellers, explorers, writers and artists. It is just these images and
imaginings that are now being reconstructed for nostalgic consumption. In
Moroccan Dreams, Claudio Minca examines this aestheticised reenactment of the colonial, exploring the ways in which Moroccans
themselves have become complicit in the re-writing of their homes and
lives. Richly illustrated, the book provides a fascinating journey that will
engage and delight all those enamoured of Morocco and its extraordinary
geographies.
Moroccan Jews can trace their heritage in Morocco back 2000 years. In
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French Protectorate Morocco (1912-56) there was a community of over
200,000 Jews, but today only a small minority remains. This book writes
Morocco's rich Jewish heritage back into the protectorate period. The book
explains why, in the years leading to independence, the country came to
construct a national identity that centered on the Arab-Islamic notions of its
past and present at the expense of its Jewish history and community. The
book provides analysis of the competing nationalist narratives that played
such a large part in the making of Morocco's identity at this time: French
cultural-linguistic assimilation, Political Zionism, and Moroccan
nationalism. It then explains why the small Jewish community now living in
Morocco has become a source of national pride. At the heart of the book
are the interviews with Moroccan Jews who lived during the French
Protectorate, remain in Morocco, and who can reflect personally on
everyday Jewish life during this era. Combing the analysis of the
interviews, archived periodicals, colonial documents and the existing
literature on Jews in Morocco, Kristin Hissong's book illuminates the reality
of this multi-ethnic nation-state and the vital role memory plays in its
identity.
This intensive social biography of a rural Moroccan judge discusses
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Islamic education, the concept of knowledge it embodies, and its
communication from the early years of colonial rule in twentieth-century
Morocco to the present. The work sensitively combines the outlooks and
perceptions of the author and those of the shrewd and reflective `Abd arRahman, supplementing our knowledge of resurgent militant Islamic
movements by describing other popularly supported Islamic attitudes
toward the contemporary world.
The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Studies
Making Morocco
Norms and Forms of the Social Environment
A History of a Minority Community
Rabat, Urban Apartheid in Morocco
Towards a Global History of Domestic and Caregiving Workers
French Modern

The only comprehensive history of this popular travel destination Beginning with Morocco’s
incorporation into the Roman Empire, this book charts the country’s uneasy passage to the
21st century and reflects on the nation of citizens that is emerging from a diverse population of
Arabs, Berbers, and Africans. This history of Morocco provides a glimpse of an imperial world,
from which only the architectural treasures remain, and a profound insight into the economic,
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political, and cultural influences that will shape this country’s future.
Place and Locality in Modern France analyses the significance and changing constructions of
local place in modern France. Drawing on the expertise of a range of scholars from around the
world, this book provides a timely overview of the cross-disciplinary thinking that is currently
taking place over a central issue in French history. The contributed chapters address a range
of subjects that include: the politics of administrative reform, decentralization, regionalism and
local advocacy; the role of commerce in engendering narratives and experience of local place;
the importance of ethnic, class, gender and race distinctions in shaping local connection and
identity; the generation and transmission of knowledge about local place and culture through
academia, civic heritage and popular memory. As a reconsideration of the 'local' in French
history, Place and Locality in Modern France bridges the divide between micro- and macrohistory for all those interested in ideas of locality and culture in modern French and European
history.
Domestic and caregiving work has been at the core of human existence throughout history. A
team of international scholars addresses the issues of state, agency, and domestic service in
colonizer frames globally in historical perspectives.
History's Place explores nostalgia as one of the defining aspects of the relationship between
France and North Africa. Dr. Seth Graebner argues that France's most important colony
developed a historical consciousness through literature, and that post-colonial writers revised it
while retaining its dominant effect. The North African city became a privileged place in the
relationship between literacy and historical discourses in the colony. Graebner analyzes the
importance of architecture and urbanism as markers of historical development, as the urban
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fabric and descriptions of it became signs of difference between metropole and colony.
Discussing writers as diverse as Bertrand, Randau, and Kateb, this book examines how the
changing Algerian city has remained the locus of a debate colored by various sorts of
nostalgia. Graebner demonstrates that nostalgia was symptomatic of historical anxiety
generated by colonial conditions, but with literary consequences for mainland France as well.
History's Place is a comprehensive and valuable addition to the study of French literature and
cultural studies.
Urban Apartheid in Morocco
Place Names in Africa
Notes on the Social Production of Cities
Monuments, Traces, and Decentered Memories
The Performance of Human Rights in Morocco
Colonial Intervention and the Politics of Identity
The Everyday Life of Urban Inequality

The 1919 Egyptian revolution was the founding event for modern Egypt's nation state.
So far there has been no text that looks at the causes, consequences and legacies of the
1919 Egyptian Revolution. This book addresses that gap, with Egyptian and nonEgyptian scholars discussing a range of topics that link back to that crucial event in
Egyptian history. Across nine chapters, the book analyzes the causes and course of the
1919 revolution; its impacts on subsequent political beliefs, practices and institutions;
and its continuing legacy as a means of regime legitimation. The chapters reveal that
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the 1919 Egyptian Revolution divided the British while uniting Egyptians. However, the
“revolutionary moment” was superseded by efforts to restore Britain's influence in
league with a reassertion of monarchical authority. Those efforts enjoyed tactical, but
not long-term strategic success, in part because the 1919 revolution had unleashed
nationalist forces that could never again be completely contained. The book covers key
issues surrounding the 1919 Egyptian Revolution such as the role played by Lord
Allenby; internal schisms within the British government struggling to cope with the
revolution; Muslim-Christian relations; and divisions among the Egyptians.
This book takes the urban space as a starting point for thinking about practices, actors,
narratives, and imaginations within articulations of memory. The social protests and
mobilizations against colonial statues are examples of how past injustice and violence
keep on shaping debates in the present. Following an interdisciplinary approach, the
contributions to this book focus on the in/visibility and affective power of monuments
and traces through political, activist, and artistic contestations in different geographical
settings. They show that memories are shaped in contact zones, most often in conflict
and within hierarchical social relations. The notion of decentered memory shifts the
perspective to relationships between imperial centers and margins, remembrance and
erasure, nationalistic tendencies and migration. This plurality of connections emerges
around unfinished histories of violence and resistance that are reflected in monuments
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and traces. Ulrike Capdepon is a researcher at the Center for Cultural Inquiry,
University of Konstanz, Germany, and will be a DAAD-Professor at the CUCSH of the
University of Guadalajara, Mexico. She holds a PhD in Political Science from the
University of Hamburg, Germany. Her research interests include memory studies and
human rights in Latin America and the Iberian Peninsula. Sarah Dornhof is a research
fellow at the Humboldt University Berlin, Germany. She holds a PhD in Cultural
Studies from the European University Viadrina, Frankfurt/Oder, Germany. Her current
research examines contemporary art in relation to cultural memory and archival
practice in Morocco. Her fields of interest are postcolonial and gender studies.
Making provocative use of the term apartheid," Janet Abu-Lughod argues that French
colonial policies in Moroccan cities effectively segregated Moroccans from Europeans.
Focusing on Rabat and drawing upon unpublished data from the 1971 census of
Morocco, she documents the results of this segregation. Originally published in 1981.
The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
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founding in 1905.
Moroccan garment design and consumption have experienced major shifts in recent
history, transforming from a traditional craft-based enterprise to a thriving fashion
industry. Influenced by western fashion, dress has become commoditized and has
expanded from tailoring to designer labels. This book presents the first detailed
ethnographic study of Moroccan fashion. Drawing on interviews with three generations
of designers and the lifestyle press, the author provides an in-depth analysis of the
development of urban dress, which reveals how traditional dress has not been threatened
but rather produced and consumed in different ways. With chapters examining themes
such as dress and politics, gender, faith, modernity, and exploring topics from craft to efashion, this book will be essential reading for students and scholars of fashion,
anthropology, material culture, sociology, cultural studies, gender studies and related
fields.
On the Outside of Europe Looking In
Murder in Marrakesh
Transnational and Imperial Histories
Moroccan Soul
History's Place
French Education, Colonial Ethnology, and Muslim Resistance, 1912-1956
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Ã‰mile Mauchamp and the French Colonial Adventure
Making provocative use of the term apartheid," Janet Abu-Lughod argues that French colonial policies
in Moroccan cities effectively segregated Moroccans from Europeans. Focusing on Rabat and drawing
upon unpublished data from the 1971 census of Morocco, she documents the results of this segregation.
Originally published in 1981. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology
to again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These paperback editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
The Everyday Life of Urban Inequality explores how steadily increasing inequality and the spectacular
pace of urbanization frame everyday life for city residents around the world. With case studies from five
continents, this volume explores what it means to live within cities marked by entrenched inequalities,
situating daily life at the intersection between global processes and local histories. Drawing from
ethnographic research, scholars in varied social science disciplines examine the reproduction of poverty
and stratification, the creation of political and social marginality, and the destruction—and resilience—of
communities. Authors highlight how inequalities are experienced concretely and within daily life. The
treatment of caddies at an elite golf course in Mexico City, the early morning routines of a woman
running a food stall in Kuala Lumpur, the debates over voting in Cape Town’s periphery, the frustration
of resettled residents with state policies in Casablanca, or the struggles of migrants to locate secure
housing in Santiago all offer insights into the many ways in which inequalities are produced. In each
chapter, everyday life is presented in vivid detail, noting the power of tradition, the tools of memory, and
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the impact of belonging as individuals and communities interact with centralized processes of policy and
capital. By focusing on situated experiences of displacement, belonging, and difference, this volume
demonstrates the power of multi-disciplinary ethnographic research to illustrate the many ways urban
inequalities take shape, combine, and are perpetuated.
Key Thinkers on Cities
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